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Editorial
Mid Year
What an eclectic assemblage we got, dear readers- from the Bioenergy Life Project in LA to the work of a pioneer MD
from Italy, from the Bon retreat in Waltham, Mass to the documentary about Psychic Surgeons of the Philippines. Signs
are everywhere that Bioenergy use is on the increase and unstoppable. The economy may be slowly regrouping.
Conversely Bioenergy is making leaps and strides. I can't contain my enthusiasm and excitement. Bioenergy is here and
now and is happening at warp speed in and around us. Our consciousness has evolved to acknowledging that we are
more than matter. There is no going back to stale concepts. The Book Review is about a title that sums it: "The Living
Energy Universe" - of which we are part. Enjoy it, as it lasts and lasts and lasts!
*
E-mail entries to Abaraschi@aol.com or via regular mail addressed to: Anton Baraschi, 9 Farm Lane, Spring Valley,
N.Y. 10977
Editor

***
News and Links
Bioenergy Life Project in LA. ( July 13 -16)
Complementary Bioenergy treatment offered to anyone suffering from Parkinsons, MS and people with stroke or
diagnosed neuro muscular problems.
The 4 day sequential sessions are free of charge but everyone must register beforehand.
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This event is the first large group clinic ever in the US emulating the Domancic Clinic in Slovenia. The therapists
working with Zoran Hoechstatter (Authorised representative of the Domancic Method in the US) for this project are
very experienced. 3 Level 3 Diploma holder therapists are from Slovenia and have clinics of their own.
The testimonials (see link below) were filmed at one of the clinics:
http://www.bioenergylifeproject.com/Bioenergylifeproject/MS_interviews.html
For more details concerning the Bioenergy Life Project location and registration contact the Life Project phone number
310-754-6333 or email to info@bioenergylifeproject.com
Additional information about the Domancic Method at links below
www.healingbioenergy.com
www.domancicmethod.com
*
Child remembers former life as a WW2 pilot, suggestive of reincarnation. What's even more remarkable is that it
becomes morning news:
http://living.aol.com/morning-rush/childs-past-life-good-morning-america/25666228001
*
Recently a boy stuck by lightning who survived made the news. Below a very interesting article with statistics from an
expert MD who treats lightning burns of all kinds.
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1278040-overview
*
Reiki therapy at a Baltimore hospital covered in an Indiana newspaper article- A state of confusion: is Reiki accepted,
not accepted, reluctantly accepted or accepted with caveats?
http://www.journalgazette.net/article/20090607/APA/906070644
*
The Website of the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine:
http://nccam.nih.gov/
*
Wilhelm Reich revisited, early work on energy was not well received. Some students of the master's way have
advanced the field:
http://www.orgonelab.org/
http://www.orgonelab.org/resources.htm
*
The Society for Scientific Exploration (SSE) is a professional organization of scientists and scholars who study
unusual and unexplained phenomena. Subjects often cross mainstream boundaries, such as consciousness, UFOs, and
alternative medicine, yet often have profound implications for human knowledge and technology.
http://www.scientificexploration.org/
Sample publications of research papers:
http://www.scientificexploration.org/publications.html
Sample video presentations of research on bioenergy at The Society for Scientific Exploration (SSE):
http://www.scientificexploration.org/talks/27th_annual/27th_annual_schwartz_intention_seedling.html
http://www.scientificexploration.org/talks/27th_annual/27th_annual_radin_minds_eye_consciousness.html

***
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Healer of the Month

Dr Umberto Grieco
Dr. Umberto Grieco's work is practically unknown in the US. Besides being an accomplished physician, Dr. Grieco is
also a medical intuitive. His work consists of identifying bioelectromagnetic signatures in patients and correcting them
through a variety of methods- some using electronic devices. We benefit from a thorough presentation by Peter Roche
De Coppens PhD, from the Department of Sociology from the East Stroudsburg University, who is passionate about
Alternative Medicine(see short biography at the end of this article)
Ed.
*

The Miracle Doctor - Doctor of the Future
by Peter Roche de Coppens PhD
Umberto Grieco MD specialized in surgery, dermatology, and nuclear medicine. Throughout life he had a keen interest
in physics, metaphysics, and religion. Dr Grieco traveled a great deal to various countries (Germany, France, Great
Britain, and the USA) seeking new approaches and techniques to raise his level of understanding and competence. While
fully cognizant of the latest medical technologies and chemical remedies, Dr. Grieco does not believe that the future of
medicine and wellbeing lies in that direction alone.
Dr Grieco feels that understanding the laws of Life and God lead to a basically very simple, natural, inexpensive ways of
healing with no side-effects that involve energies, electromagnetic frequencies, and the laws of Life, or bioenergetics that
lead to “bioharmony”. Thus, we have essentially two basic ways of looking at life and of facing problems:
a. The ways of Man which are increasingly more complex, sophisticated, hi-tech, expensive, and dangerous. And
b. The ways of God which are simple, natural, inexpensive, non-dangerous but also very effective.
Below a typical testimonials of his work reported in his book “L’Uomo Bioelectromagnetico” (The Bioelectromagnetic
Man), published by Guna in 2003:
"I am a physiotherapist and was operated from a serious case of Cox arthritis. An artificial prosthesis was implanted.
The operation went well and the postoperative period was normal. Unfortunately, however, in spite of repeated visits
and exams, which confirmed that all was well, my pains and suffering never left me. It was hard for me to walk in spite of
pain-killers. Upon the advice of one of my patients, I called Dr. Umberto Grieco and went to see him with my clinical
dossier and all my X-rays.
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He saw me and my X-rays and then told me: “My dear, the operation was perfect. Anatomically speaking everything is
OK. Unfortunately, you lost the full use of your left hip and leg. Your body does not recognize the prosthesis even if it
does not reject it outright and the etheric body around the operation is punctured and almost absent. Hence your left hip
and leg are no longer in communication with your brain and there is no feed-back. The pains are a signal that that
organ and side are asking for help”.
To better illustrate his point, he told me that my leg hip and leg were like a cell phone that cannot function without an
appropriate “communications’ field”. Then, he added, “so long as medicine does not recognize the etheric body and
that the surgeon will only take the physical body into consideration, he will only saw up the tissues but fail to reestablish the balance and connection with the etheric body, we will have the risk of encountering situations such as
yours”.
After having taken various measures with an electronic device, Dr. Grieco put a kind of electrode in my hand and told
me that we would immediately begin therapy. A few minutes later, he invited me to get up and walk because he felt that I
was beginning to re-integrate the part that was causing my pains. I did take a few steps and the pains were,
“miraculously”, gone! You can imagine how astonished and delighted I was. I even began to tap the floor with my foot!
Humbly and calmly, Dr. Grieco told me that it was not a question of “miracles” but of “reintegrating the proper circuits
and connections” and that, having eliminated the blockage, things were going back to normal. It is my deepest wish that
the approach and techniques utilizes by Dr. Grieco will be recognized and utilized by conventional medicine so that an
ever greater number of persons might experience full healings through non evasive techniques.” Lucia Menchicchi,
Rome, July 2002.
In his book, “L’Uomo Bioelectromagnetico” (The Bioelectromagnetic Man), Guna 2003, Dr Umberto Grieco describes
his philosophy, approach, intervention protocol, and some of his results.
In a nutshell, a human being is “a very complex whole, made up of atoms and molecules, which has its own specific
electromagnetic field”. Once we are aware of this, we realize that we need to shift our focus of attention from an old
physical model to a new vibratory, energy, and electromagnetic model. This shift will bring about a transformation that
could be compared to what we might discover with an electron microscope or a radio telescope compared to what we can
see with our naked eyes.
With the help of electronic machines which can show, quantitatively, the variations in skin potential and resistance, we
can set up amazing, reliable, and repeatable tests that will furnish us with much vital information pertaining to the
energetic situation of our body and of its various specific organs and systems as well as of the way in which we lead our
lives and respond psychologically to various existential situations. Here, nothing remains hidden about our present
situation and our lives so that we can study them, analyze them, and interpret them, taking into account the entire causal
sequence or “field” that has caused the present manifestation of our health or illness.
Central to Dr. Grieco’s thinking, perspective and approach are his concepts of “Bioeletronics”, “Bioresonance”, and
“Bioharmony”. “Bioelectronics” is simply the application of electromagnetic theory of living biological organisms. The
word “resonance” comes from acoustics and implies frequencies that mix or do not mix together, amplifying or toning
down a given sound. “Resonance” is a very general fact that applies throughout the field of nature so that we can have
mechanical, electric, magnetic, nuclear, and biological “resonance”.
We also know that atoms, the building bricks of all matter, there are revolving and oscillating electrons that follow
certain “orbits” or space patterns. Each orbit possesses certain frequencies and energy patterns that depend on the type
and the weight of the given atom. To excite and move an electron to a higher orbit it is necessary to give it a specific
frequency and energy output. It is only a quantum of the specific energy-need that will bring the electron to a higher
orbit. According to the principle of resonance, oscillations will only accept and integrate energy given on a specific
frequency so that the right frequency and energy transfer will lead the electron to move up or down into a different orbit.
Now, a human being can be compared to an electron in that his energies and frequencies create what we might call
“health-orbits” or “illness’ orbits”.
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Hence, for a person whose energies and frequencies are in an “illness’ orbit”, it is necessary to access subtle energies
whose frequencies are specific to a “health orbit”. Thus to move from health to pathology and from pathology back to
health, or wholeness, certain specific energies and frequencies are necessary. In healing, Dr. Grieco likes to call the
“passwords” or “PIN numbers”. What is crucial for individuals to protect themselves against the onslaught of pathogens
is his level of vitality, or energy and vibrations. In turn and with a feed-back process, the vitality of an individual depends
on the level of functioning of his immune system. A properly functioning immune system will examine and eliminate
viruses, bacteria, fungi, and even cancerous cells. But if his body and psyche are weakened by stress, depression,
exhaustion, confusion, or chronic illnesses then his immune system is compromised and cannot perform its natural
functions.
Dr. Grieco concludes: “From an energy standpoint, the human body, when out of harmony and unbalanced, vibrates with
a very different kind of frequencies than when in a state of health, harmony, or wholeness… The biological organism
(cells, organs, and various systems) can be affected by thought-waves, which are electromagnetic frequencies emitted by
the brain, which then bring information of various kind to the entire organism and all of its component parts—they hit
the target that is in “resonance” with the output.”
There are a vast array of new experimental electronic machines that can be used such as MORA of Med Tronik,
VEGAEXPERT and VEGACHECK, and ACCUPRO of Biomed.
Paraphrasing Dr. Grieco: …Just like we can draw up an anatomical road-map, so we can compile an electromagnetic
road-map of the human organism. Man is made up essentially of a complex electromagnetic field with subfields within
the larger field. It is this field that organizes and directs matter. The electromagnetic field is not an attribute of the
physical body but vice-versa. The biological organism is nothing else but the manifestation of the electromagnetic field
that sustains and organizes it.
The study of the electromagnetic fields of human nature allow us not only to identify the various frequencies-identities
(from the micro to the macro level), but it also enables us to perceive and enter into the internal communications’
network between its multifarious components! This communications’ network, in addition to its components that are
already known (hormonal, emetic, lymphatic, and nervous), also contains a “radio-link” which enables all of the
components of our body to dialogue with each other and to relate to the brain. Our work has consisted in doing two basic
things:
•
•

To look for and complete, as much as possible, the lay-out of the specific frequencies of the various parts of
the human body.
To look for and identify the specific “vibrational passwords” to reestablish the “altered circuits” and lead
each part, system, and level to find its own specific physiological frequency to bring it back to a state of
“bioharmony”.

What I have found, writes Dr. Grieco, is that the causal link of most alterations can be ascribed to three specific emotions
and states of being: “fear”, “doubt”, and “guilt”. And for each type there is a precise “password”. Thus we found that:
•
•
•

If the cause of the alteration is “fear”, the “re-equilibrating password” is the specific frequency of the muscular
tissue.
If the cause is “doubt”, the password is the frequency of the bone tissue.
As for “guilt”, the password changes if we deal with a male or female subject. For the first, the password can be
found in the sequence “erectile body” and “prostate”; whereas for the second it is “vaginal body” and “uterus”.

For other pathologies one can use as “passwords frequencies” of various organs or systems but in a sequence that does
not go beyond five signals. It is truly amazing how a heart (or other organ) which has lost its vibratory identity does not
respond to the signals that one can send to it, and then how it will respond and return to normal when the proper frequent
ional password has been found. It is pretty much the same thing as an airplane which lost radio contact with the tower
and which picks it up when the right frequency is found! The same can also be said for the various syndromes of the
nervous, hormonal, or even emotional and mental systems.
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It is interesting to note how, when one asks the right questions, it is possible for the patient to go back in time and to find
the catalyst that “destabilized” him and ruptured his internal electromagnetic harmony. For example, depressive
syndromes, anorexia, chronic fatigue that lasted for years were resolved in one or two sessions when bioharmony was
reestablished, particularly when the problems had not yet somatized at the physiological level. Just like we use words to
communicate so does our biological organism use a complex “radio network” of different frequencies and vibrations to
communicate internally. This is where the right specific “frequencies password” becomes so important to reestablish the
proper harmony and communication channels.
Just like we can examine and analyze the body of a patient at the biochemical and functional level, so we can also study
it in terms of its electromagnetic fields. The bioelectronics and cellular bioresonance techniques are non invasive,
inexpensive, and extremely accurate in detecting all kinds of problems. It can thus be extremely helpful not only at the
diagnostic but also at the therapeutic level. It is here that Dr. Grieco utilizes what he calls the “Bioresonance Check-up”.
Biophysics from which the above techniques were derived, could also explain and establish a bridge between
conventional and alternative medical approaches and thus reconcile, with great benefits for both professionals, patients,
and public agencies, approaches that still today and in many countries are still opposed, in competition with each other,
or not yet officially recognized.
Once we have discovered the specific electromagnetic frequencies of a biological organism, thanks to bioresonance, we
can detect and decode which are the pathogenic frequencies and how these can alter the normal physiology of the
organism. Thus, we can get very useful information about the presence of chemical substances, heavy metals, bacteria,
viruses, fungi, parasites, protozoa, etc. Analogically, we can also via bioelectronics set up an electromagnetic field, or
“soil”, that will greatly hinder the possible growth of undesirable “guests” such as germs, viruses, parasites, fungi, etc.
and thus greatly strengthen the immune and hormonal defense mechanisms of the organism.
Umberto Grieco insists on prevention and thus that we need regular “check-ups” of bioharmony when we are still
healthy. These “check-ups” are a new approach and technology which, when integrated with the classical diagnostic
techniques can give us very precious information pertaining to the overall state of health of a person as well to the
possible dysfunctions of certain organs and systems. In particular, they can help us avoid nasty surprises later on in our
lives just like we do check-ups with our cars that prevent more serious damage or accidents later on.
A human being can be compared to a great orchestra. The psyche represents the “program”, the brain the director, and
the soma the instruments. Integral health implies a perfect harmony and communication between all the parts, which is
what Dr. Grieco calls “bioharmony”. With a test of bioresonance, we can explore and evaluate both psychological and
physiological dysfunction and “health-state”. When a problem has become physical, then it is important to go and check
what is going on in the following way: An organ or system to function well must be:
o

Fulfilling its true identity.

o

In the right place with a specific localization.

o

In good rapport with the other organs and systems and with the “owner”.

o

In proper synchronization with the organism as a whole and with its environment.

The “subtle energy bodies” that connect the spiritual self with the physical body are invisible to the naked eye but visible
to sensitive and particular electronic machines (Kirlian photography and Aura imaging). These “bodies”, that we could
call “vital bodies”, manifest themselves through electromagnetic fields that bioelectronics and the techniques of
bioresonance can detect and evaluate. There are billions of oscillating circuits, each with a specific frequency, that must
be in harmony and proper symphony to ensure an integral health and which can bring disharmonies and dissonances in
case of pathology. A human being can literally be compared to an electrical system with many transformers that operate
on various energy levels and that “cascade” energies and frequencies from a high to a low level.
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Thus, we have a system at very high voltage, the spiritual body, at high voltage, the astral body, at medium voltage, the
etheric body, and at low voltage, the physical body. The measurements that we take can give us information about a
particular point or “channel” (potential, resistance, and conductivity and their relative variations) thus pointing to the
“health” or “illness” of the person. There are electronic machines such as the “Mora Super” and the “Vega Check” that
can do an automatic and systematic reading of the various frequencies and voltages of different organs and systems. The
Bioharmony check-up utilized by Dr. Grieco is based, essentially, upon 7 basic points that make up this particular
protocol and which are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Positive and negative polarity and the state of the various levels.
Resonance with the 7 fundamental colors—red, yellow, orange, green, violet, blue and indigo. Each of these is
in resonance with 7 basic sections and organs of our physical body (red: hypogastria, yellow: mesogastria,
orange: epigastria, green Thorax, violet: neck, blue: cranium, and indigo with superior levels that are nonphysical).
Resonance with tests relative to the five senses: seeing, hearing, tasting, touching, and smelling.
Destabilizing events such as those relative to negative emotions, fear, doubt, guilt, etc.
Objective pathogenic causes such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites, chemicals geopathic and electromagnetic
fields, etc.
Look for electromagnetic signals that may be re-equilibrating by finding a given “PIN” or “Password” with the
right frequency that can re-activate the communication between the organ and the brain so as to re-establish the
proper harmony and health in the individual… which can also be a remedy or a therapy.
Look for and identify the possible allergens, food or pollen that can be the cause of the dysfunction or lowering
of the energy and vibratory level of the organ and organism.

The source and causes of the disharmony and malfunctioning of organs, systems, of the biological organism, and even of
the psyche can be manifold and are continually multiplying—they are “legion” as the Bible would say; whereas the
source and preservation of health and bioharmony is very simple and “single”—the preservation of a high level of
energy and vibration that will ensure the proper functioning of the Vis Medicatrix (the immune, hormonal, nervous,
and circulatory system). This, in turn, is the result of knowing and living by the laws of God and Nature. Hence, in the
medicine of the future, we will deal both with the elimination of symptoms and with the elimination of the causes of the
disharmony, or what used to be called “the remission of sins”!
The medicine of the future will be grounded and focused upon a study of the Bioelectromagnetic fields which are the
manifestations of our “subtle energy bodies” (the etheric, astral, mental, and spiritual body) which are the matrix and
governing principle of the physical body. It will be simple, natural, inexpensive, with little or no side-effects,
educational, preventive and therapeutic, and highly effective; but it will require both the participation and the
responsibility of the patient, to know himself, the laws of God, Nature, and of his own being, and to live by them! Illness
will no longer be perceived as an “enemy” to be “fought and defeated” but, rather, as a “friend” to be listened to and
acted upon. Because, what is pathology if not an “alarm signal” which tells us to pay attention and to change something
in our lives and being?
D r. Umberto Grieco is a true pioneer of the “new medicine”, a man capable of uniting spirituality and health care, the
old and the new, the body, the psyche, and the spirit, the conventional and the alternative to come up with a higher,
greater, and simpler synthesis. We are truly privileged and very happy to have him as a Consultant and a friend. I look
forward to the English and French translation of his books and to be writing more articles about his philosophy, novel,
approach, case histories, and humanitarian work. You can look up his Website: www.health-salute.it or write to his Email: ugrieco@tiscali.it (in Italian).
*
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Peter Roche de Coppens PhD teaches at East Stroudsburg University since 1970. He has graduate degrees in sociology,
anthropology and psychotherapy. Previously he has taught at Sorbonne University (Paris) and McGill University
(Montreal).
Dr. Roche de Coppens is presently a spiritual and medical consultant for GUNA (the leading Italian company in the
field of Integrative Medicine) in Rome and Milan, Italy. He authored in excess of 60 books, and innumerable articles.
Some of his more recent titles are listed below (see links):
Prayer (The Royal Path of the Spiritual Tradition)
Religion, Spirituality and Healthcare (How to Understand Them and Live Them Today)
Medicine and Spirituality (The Encounter of the 21st Century)
THE FLOWERS OF LIFE. Vol. I (What are Life and Death on Earth and How to Make the Most of Them)
Flowers of Life Volume II: What are Wisdom and Scientific Knowledge?
Following a severe motorcycle injury that left him crippled, he sought help from the best medical authorities of the USA,
Italy, and Switzerland, only to be told that he would remain handicapped for the rest of his life.
Prayer was the vehicle through which he experienced healing. Such was his introduction to another form of medicine and
healthcare that motivated him to study, practice and refine various approaches to prayer and to holistic health and
wellness for the next 45 years.
Through his own personal experience, which changed the course of his life, he learned that the next great, “qualitative
step” in medicine and healthcare is the integration of the spiritual dimension, the awakening of spiritual
consciousness, holistic education and holistic health.

***
Retreat Review
Tsi Dup Yang Böd – Second Wang
Ancient Tibetan Healing Retreat
with Geshe Chongtul Rinpoche
May 19-28, 2009
Reviewed by Editor
(We reviewed the first part/Wang last year in the June issue of ER).
About 60 people, half the number of participants of last year, attended the 10 day retreat. Perhaps the practice of a large
number of mantra’s and the state of the economy had to do with the attendance selection process.
For those new to this, Tse Dup Yang Bod is a 7th century Tibetan laying of hands healing system.
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The retreat took place at the Espousal Center in Waltham, MA. The Espousal Center was situated on 70 acres, each
participant had their own room. It is always magic to me to see how a relatively mediocre school like teaching hall could
be transformed into a gompa with lively Tanka's (wall hangings) deity statues, a few pictures and ritual objects imbued
with life.

Altar

Exquisite Detail

The day's program was monastic:
6:00am Gompa opened for silent meditation
7:00 - 8:00 am Morning Meditation
8:00 - 9:00 am Breakfast
9:30 - 12:00 pm Morning Teaching
12:00 - 1:00 pm Lunch
1:45-2:45 pm
Private Consultations with Rinpoche
3:00 – 5:00 pm Afternoon Teaching
5:00 - 6:00 pm Dinner
6:30 - 7:30 pm Evening Prayer (9th night consecration of statues)
7:30-8:00 pm
Private Consultations with Rinpoche
after 7:30pm
some nights –Tibetan movies, community gathering on the 5th night
10:00pm Gompa closes for the evening
The gift shop was the hub where ideas were exchanged among participants, most fun occurred in purchasing what one
was drawn to have (I acquired a small Goddess statue). There were a great collection of books on Tibet related subjects,
many statues, jewelry, malas, bells, purpas, tankas, garments, the Bon Shen Ling Foundation kiosk where one could
sign-up to sponsor a Bon student.
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Divination Teaching

Chongtul Rinpoche demonstrating Mandala Mudras

Brief teaching description:
This year teaching was deepening the foundation presented in the first Wang, with emphasis in distinguishing between
the qualities of the four directions and center. The inner mood and image held while one was "running energy" via hand
palms was honed via mantra humming and drum beating. All participants are still in the process of acquiring the merits
of the preliminary A-tri practice. Most participants had made a genuine effort in completing the required number of
mantra's. At times the entire group was humming as a well tuned engine under the expert direction of Chongtul
Rinpoche, briefly giving a sense of what it could be when achieved. There was emphasis on divination, energy tuning in
relations to directions and mantra's and group practice sessions. The Soul Retrieval teaching was also very special.

Group photo of participants

The assignments for next year consists of more mantra practice in Tibetan (50k of the main one with a target over 100k,
several thousand of the preliminary practice mantras, there are several - resulting in a daily assignment, if one is to
complete it). This is indicative of the determination and endurance that is the foundation of this method of healing.
I liked very much the statue consecration ceremony that was enjoyable, fun and community building and at the same
time creating a sacred atmosphere.
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Statue consecration ceremony

Just like last year, Melissa, Mitch Nur and a dedicated group around Cathy of Circles of Wisdom did their best to
organize a smooth running retreat. The next retreat is already in preparation, and several additional teachings are offered.
*

There are several links to websites describing Chongtul Rinpoche's Work, Upcoming Events and Biography:
http://bonshenling.org/
http://www.sherabchammaling.com/chongtul.html
A good description of the Bon religion can be found at this link:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%B6n

***
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Book Review
The Living Energy Universe - A Fundamental Discovery That Transforms Science and Medicine
by Gary E Schwartz Ph.D and Linda G. Russek Ph.D
Hampton Roads Publishing Company, Inc
Charlottesville VA 22902
ISBN 1-57174-455-X
http://www.amazon.com/Living-Energy-Universe-FundamentalTransforms/dp/157174455X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1246398611&sr=1-1
This book is a great example of what happens when scientific trained and opened minds fiddle with the "Box".
Starting from recorded anomalies (heart transplant recipient experiences memories of the donor, homeopathy and
memory in water, etc.) the authors build a logical case for afterlife. This is taken to the ultimate conclusion:" God exists
and is evolving."
Ed

***
DVD Review
Faith Healers
A documentary film about the spiritual healing practices of the Philippines (psychic surgery).
English - French - Tagalog - Ilocano with English subtitles, 2008
NTSC, 45 minutes. A copy could be purchased at the author's website via Pay Pal, see link below. Both my computer
and the DVD recognized the format.
http://www.healingcoaching.ch/commandes_film.php
This is a unique documentary whose English subtitled version just got released to the public last month. One could see
full screen footage of spiritual operations, where the index finger of the spiritual surgeon Reverend Alex Orbito pops
inside the abdomen of a subject with a cork like sound. We witness removal of fluid materializations of what seems to be
congealed venous blood. Following we have interviews with articulate surgery subjects (one happens to be a Canadian
medical nurse). There is a fascinating history narative of spiritual practices in rural Pangasinan/Philippines and rare
footage of a healing ceremony in an Espiritista's church where mediums impart magnetic healing. A scientist from the
Utrecht University discusses the varience of photon output measured in a lab as Reverent Alex Orbito practices his craft.
We hear some incredulous statistics from a medical doctor who studied a substantial amount of spiritual healing cases:
"close to 90 % rate of success in treating people with cancer with metastases"
I approached Jean Dominique Michel, the movie producer, with a request for an interview. Jean Dominique, a
practicing healer himself (see biographical note at end of interview), sent a complementary copy of his documentary to
ER and answered to my questions with characteristic sincerity.
Ed.

*
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ER. Jean Dominique, how did you meet Alex Orbito? What was your first reaction to his work and personality?
JDM. I met Alex Orbito in 1997, out of a personal need for healing. I was suffering from hepatitis B and C and as a
result was experiencing a state of constant tiredness and lack of energy. I was at the time, a pretty heavy smoker. I had
tried all sorts of methods of healing, with no results, and jokingly said to my former wife that my last hope would be to
meet one of these Filipino psychic surgeons. The very same day, a good friend of mine called to let me know that Alex
Orbito was coming to town and that he thought I might be interested. In only two healing sessions with Alex Orbito, I
was completely cured of both hepatitis viruses, confirmed by a lab test later, to the amazement of my physician. Such a
recovery is considered impossible according to present medical knowledge! As a bonus, I quit smoking the following
week...
ER. Jean Dominique, what attracted you to the Philippines?
JDM. I was so amazed about what happened that I decided to enroll myself in a seminar about self-healing that Alex
Orbito was offering twice a year in his homeland. A couple of months later I was off to Manila. There, much to my
surprise, Alex told me that recognized in me a very rare and special ability that could enable me to work in the same
manner as he, and offered me to train me over the next few years. In the next twelve years, I went seven times to the
Philippines and underwent many different trainings and initiations which gave me a deep understanding and a first hand
experience on what happens in those rituals and practices.
ER. What prompted you to produce a documentary film on spiritual healing?
JDM After extensive research and personal experience about psychic surgery, I was really saddened to hear all the
skepticism and misconceptions about this type of healing. It seemed that the question about the "reality" of the bare
hands operations prevented most reporters to understand the spiritual meaning of it and was leading them to miss the
wonderful sincerity and dedication of the healers. So I proposed to Alex to shoot a movie that, while still showing the
operations, would focus on the spiritual dimension of this tradition and give an opportunity to the healers, patients and
some open-minded researchers to express their views.
ER. What are your present preoccupations, your dreams, your goals?
JDM. I believe that we live in a time when people just crave for spiritual connection and an understanding of how it is
possible to work with the spirit world. As a scientist, therapist, healer and filmmaker, I have decided to commit myself to
make this type of healing available in Europe and stress its importance in a straightforward, well documented way. I'm
not the slightest bit interested in controversies. Whether one wants to see them as a super-placebo effect or genuine
unknown phenomena, this type of healing ritual simply exists. Sick people seek help from these healers and the
effectiveness of this type of healing is just beyond doubt. These facts should give ground to a healthy open-minded
debate and a basic agreement that these practices should be made available to those who choose it.
ER. Do you have a message to the Energetic Rejuvenation Newsletter readers?
JDM. I believe that the time has come for a thorough and straightforward acknowledgement of spirituality and spiritual
healing as a universal and fundamental human dimension. The Energetic Rejuvenation Newsletter readers are probably
already convinced of that! My prognosis is that this understanding is becoming a mainstream feature in our societies at
large and that a whole new way to look at reality, reflected in a new science, is emerging.
ER. How do you want to be contacted?
JDM. Preferably by e-mail, jdm@healingcoaching.ch
ER. Jean Dominique, how would you present your healing practice to the ER readers?
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JDM. As a medical anthropologist, I have investigated many different techniques of healing including shamanism,
psychoanalysis, group therapy, ortho-bionomy, eastern and western spiritual healing. I have a healing and "evolution
coaching" practice in Geneva, Switzerland, where I perform what I have learned in the Philippines but also coach people
to grow and heal in different areas of their lives. It is my understanding that healing means acceptance, forgiveness and
growth, growing beyond what caused the disease or the distress to appear. My experience is that it is impossible to carry
alone a truthful evolutionary process, as long as we don’t acknowledge to some of our most intimate wounds.
*

Jean Dominique Michel (M.A. in Medical Anthropology from the London Psycho-Physics Academy) studied classic
psychotherapy, behavioral psychology, psychoanalysis, also alternative modalities, energetic osteopathy, shamanic
practices, vibrational medicine and psychosomatic healing.
Jean Dominique Michel worked as an expert consultant for a period of 15 years in the public health sector, directing
health work programs for Swiss governmental organizations and private international organizations.
Since 2004 he retired from public health work to pursue full time his private practice as a healer and professional life
coach. He produced documentaries with themes connected to personal development and spiritual subjects.

***

Announcements
This Newsletter is being e-mailed the 3rd week of every month. Deadline for submitting copy, material, announcements
and other contributions, is the 15th day of the month. E-mail Newsletter material to Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning
Newsletter in the e-mail title.

***
Credits
Peter Roche de Coppens, PA; Jean Dominique Michel, Switzerland; Christine Baraschi, UK; Anton Baraschi, NY.

***
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